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Censored Science is a stunning designed, full-color book showcasing the fifty best evidences for a

biblical creation worldview. Each two-page spread lays out the evidence for creation and then

provides a rebuttal to the most common evolutionist objections to the evidence. Updated and

expanded in 2014, the volume contains both the most recent cutting-edge evidence for creation and

time-tested evidence which have never been answered by those rejecting Biblical truth. The book is

divided into three major sections - Censored Biological Evidence, Censored Geological Evidence,

and Censored Cosmological Evidence. Each section starts with a description of how an assumption

of naturalism prevents our educational system from exposing students to any evidence which

contradicts the presuppositions of evolution. Every page is a visual masterpiece, mating original

photography or graphic designs with compelling text. Rather than a simple presentation of facts,

Censored Science draws the reader into each subject using stories, analogies, and illustrations of

the relevance for each of the evidences for creation. This coffee table quality hardback is the kind of

book anyone would be proud to give to others. It has been technically reviewed and endorsed by

some of the top scientists involved in creation research - including Dr. Steve Austin, Dr. John

Baumgardner, and Dr. John Sanford.
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Creation Research Quarterly Book Review by Clifford Lillo: This hardcover, beautifully illustrated

book covers three important areas in the evolution-creation controversy: biology, geology, and

cosmology. A significant feature of the book's layout is the concept of two facing pages for each



topic, complete with text, full-color picture, and a short paragraph called "skeptics corner". This

layout by Bruce Malone has resulted in a book that is the perfect tool for urging high school students

that the path of evolution is not true science and that the scientific realities of the Bible should be

suppressed no longer.  The author consulted literature written by scientific creationists and

evolutionists and shows that the time has come for the principles of science to be applied to

evolutionary beliefs. This includes the fallacies of claims that the earth is billions of years old and

that all life originated spontaneously from dirt and chemicals. The reader is introduced to the

writings of Micheal Behe, Martin Lubenow, Ian Taylor, Michael Denton, Andrew Snelling, Kurt Wise,

John Morris, Michael Oard, and numerous others who have researched evolutionary literature, laid

bare the false claims, and presented facts to show that evolution has never been a fact.  Under the

heading "Folder Mountains", Malone writes, "Throughout the mountain ranges of the world, there

are enormous layers of sediment which have been bent and folded without breaking, This could

only happen if these mountains were uplifted while the sediment was of a soft, pliable, mud-like

consistency." (p. 64). He then tells the evolutionary story about the hundreds of millions of years

needed to accumulate the sediment and how it would break under the enormous upward pressures.

In contrast, the Biblical record describes a worldwide flood that resulted in a rapid accumulation of

sediment that can account for the folded rock layers now visible.  Under the heading, "The Mystery

of the Woolly Mammoths", Malone writes, "Skeptics have not been able to come up with a model of

Earth history that adequately explains either the cause of the ice age or the demise of the

mammoths" (p. 78). He then supplies the reasoning given by Michael Oard for the existence of

semitropical vegetation found undecayed in the mammoth stomachs, and the scientific rationale for

the existence of the mammoths in the frozen north in the first place.  Using this logical approach, the

author describes fifty of the most convincing evidence that we have a Creator God and a Bible that

has recorded the facts. Not content just to write this book and have it published, Bruce Malone,

full-time director for Search for the Truth Ministries, has traveled extensively in the United States

and Europe, distributing copies free to students, teacher, missionaries, and prisoners.   David R.

Brooks, 12/5/09, Reviewer for Mt. St. Helens Creation museum: I have just finished Censored

Science The Suppressed Evidence by Bruce Malone, and it is a keeper. When I saw that it was

evidently â€œself publishedâ€• I had my reservations. I had yet to read a â€œself publishedâ€• book

that was worth anything, but Malone changed my mind. The illustrations are brilliant and well done.

They help the reader think about the text but it is the information which Bruce shares that is

fabulous. I marked a few places that gave me new information. One was on page 20 about the

Urey/Miller experiment. It was first promoted in 1953 as an explanation for how to create life from a



proper construction of organic substances. I did not realize that this widely publicized experiment

first occurred just after I was born [nor the problems not exposed to most students]. How people

imagine that they can make the spiritual out of the material is beyond my comprehension. I loved

the plant section on page 40. I have seldom seen the problems of plant evolution laid out so clearly.

I am also glad for the careful referencing. The Skepticâ€™s Corner is a good part of the

presentation. Although Malone expresses more skepticism of evolution than creation, I can

understand that. He does not actually give a fair presentation of the â€œother side.â€• But why

should he? We can read the â€œother sideâ€• in National Geographic and a multitude of other

publications. Malone does not need to litter his work with nonsense. Most readers have already

heard and read â€œthe other sideâ€• in media presentations on the subject since grade school. It is

about time the creation viewpoint got more press. I love the way Malone winds up his presentation

on pages 102-103. God is the greatest joker in the universe and to destroy most of the evidence for

naturalism as He has so cleverly done. The evidence for creation is one of the greatest jokes on

â€œintellectualsâ€• who propound the philosophy of Naturalism that I have ever seen. Maloneâ€™s

presentation illustrates this humor of God even though he may not realize the extent of how he does

it. This book was treat to read.

â€œCensorship of scientific realities that call atheism into question is actively encouraged by the

National Academy of Sciences and other professional scientific societies. I commend Bruce for

documenting how true science not only unveils Godâ€™s reality as never before but also testifies

powerfully to the trustworthiness of Scripture as it relates to the history of life, the earth, and the

cosmos.â€• - John Baumgardner, Ph.D, geophysicist, Los Alamos National Laboratory, retired  

â€œThe origins issue touches on virtually every area of knowledge and Censored Science does a

great job of highlighting all the pivotal issues in a user-friendly, visual way. This book should be a

real help to young people who want to put the pervasive evolutionary hype into proper

perspective.â€• - Dr. John Sanford, PhD in Plant Genetics, Courtesy Associate Professor of

Horticultural Sciences, Cornell University

This is a nice, large quality book for kids and teens! It includes big full color glossy pages on

different topics of creation and evolution.It gives you the argument and then gives you the truth on

each subject in a short and concise manor. Great for young teens in public school!I'm an adult and

purchased this for myself and my kids to read and for .01 cent, you can't beat it!



Does a good job of summing up the evolution Vs design arguments and especially the information

witheld from students in order to sway people to evolutionary points of view.Well documented

evidence and excellent pictures.At first I didnt believe some of the evidences it showed as being

suppressed but further research on my part leads me to the shocking conclusion that this is indeed

the case.I give it 4 stars because I believe it is a bit of a jump to go from censorship to disproving

evolution.No matter which side of the evolution fence you are on, censorship of this magnitude

prevents science doing its job = arriving at the truth.If you are a true scientist= willing to be

impartial-the true scientific approach- this will be a riveting, enjoyable if shocking read that will

update your world view a decade or so.>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>The above was my original review when

I bought this book a few years ago. After much investigation of its claims, I had to upgrade to 5

stars.This is the first time I have upgraded a review on any book.Censored Science is now required

reading for my students, as it should be in any educational institution claiming to teach

science.There are no false claims in this book as science stands today, and it appears college

science is lagging perhaps 50 years behind due to suppression and censorship of this scale.Other

required viewing for my students: "Expelled" by Ben Stein, dealing with the politics of censorship

and suppressed evidence in our Universities.Students enjoy these assignments.

Haven't read it yet, but at the Kindle price of 0.00 it looks very interesting and a real BARGAIN.

Evidence for creation you've never heard

A breath of fresh air revealing the truth & logic. Disturbing how things are being censored even

though the theories presented has many holes in them & even contradict other regions of science &

history just to TRY to discredit the bible or God using lies or half truths.

Well thought!

Great condition

Great read!
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